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F
rom the earliest times people have been

fascinated by the Earth and by Nature.

Around 30,000 years ago humans painted

and carved images of the prey they hunted and

the animals they feared, and presumably looked

to wise men and women for advice on where the

best herds might be found. The wonder of the

returning seasons has also always encouraged

endless speculation and concern. Subsistence

farmers, then as now, worry whether the rains will

come again, and have constructed elaborate reli-

gious rituals to ensure the success of their crops.

In modern society, Nature is perhaps not so mys-

terious, and yet the reverence is still there. No one

could fail to marvel at a mountain or a sunset, a

giant redwood, a whale, a dinosaur fossil.

The fitful growth of science – first with the

philosophers of Classical Greece, then, after a long

hiatus, from the Renaissance onwards – has fur-

nished us with a coherent framework within

which to understand the natural world. We know

that summer will return, and why. We know many

Right This fossil of
an ammonite – an
extinct marine
creature – found in
Antarctica shows
that there has not
always been ice at
the poles.

Opposite  A
‘dumbo’ octopus,
so called because
of the large ear-like
projections, one of
the many new
species being
disovered in the
deep oceans. Three
new species were
named in 2003. 
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Understanding the
Earth

Now there is one outstandingly important fact regarding Spaceship Earth, 

and that is that no instruction book came with it.

R. BUCKMINSTER-FULLER, 1969
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facts about dinosaurs – how long ago they lived

and even something about why they died out.

The growth of a modern understanding of the

Earth and of Nature, really only in the past two

centuries, has been one of the most astonishing

achievements of mankind. In this book, we

explore all the big questions – those that we now

have a better knowledge of, but also some of the

huge number that are still to be properly under-

stood. Here, these vital themes are explored by

over 60 of the finest science writers of today; all

are all experts from universities and government

laboratories around the world.

In the first section we explore the origins of the

Earth itself, of the life on it, and of complex animals

and humans. The search for origins has occupied

peoples of all cultures for millennia, and, despite

intense study, many mysteries have still not been

resolved. Next, ‘The Earth’ covers our world and

some of the key questions in geology, exploring

the internal structure of our planet, and why we

have oceans and landmasses. Sudden events,

such as volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, tsunamis

and meteorite impacts are now partially under-

stood, but much research remains to be done.

Conjectures about the height and shape of moun-

tains relate back to plate tectonics. 

‘Evolution’ is an extraordinary topic in the

natural sciences; so important and yet so misun-

derstood. We look at what Darwin said, and how

his views permeate all of modern biology. Yet it is

also important to try to understand why the

subject has proved to be so controversial. Genes

are at the heart of evolution, and yet Darwin knew

nothing about them: they are fundamental to

explaining why each species of plant and animal

looks the way it does, and to explaining why there

are now so many species on Earth.

The distribution of plants and animals, which

we examine in the section on ‘Biogeography &

Environments’, is one of the marvels of our Earth.

We look at why Australia has such different

14

wildlife from the rest of the world, how the poles

and deserts have changed over time, the extreme

conditions in which life may be found, and how

geography has been fundamental in evolution.

The sheer diversity of ‘Plants & Animals’, and

their extraordinary modes of life are a constant

source of wonder and delight. There are so many

species on the Earth, especially insects, and

organisms range so enormously in size, that it

seems anything might be possible. And yet basic

engineering principles control what plant and

animals can – and cannot – do. 

In the section ‘Animal Behaviour’, we explore

the distinction between instinct and learning, and

how these styles of behaviour are manifested in

the simplest to the most complex animals. Behav-

iour depends on the senses, but also on evolution,

and there are remarkable parallels between the

behaviour of certain animals and that of humans.

The final section, ‘Global Warming & the

Future’ puts scientific flesh on the bones of

current debates about global warming, human

overpopulation, conservation, resources and sus-

tainability. These themes are widely discussed,

and yet often misrepresented and misunder-

stood. Scientists debate many of these key issues,

and certain points at least are agreed by all. It is

important for the citizens of the world to consider

their future on the basis of adequate scientific

knowledge, rather than the sometimes ill-

informed statements of politicians and those with

particular viewpoints. 

Opposite Every
year millions 
of monarch
butterflies fly from
North America to
Mexico – but many
have never made
the journey before,
so how do they
know where to go?

An Aptosaurus
skeleton at the
Carnegie Museum
of Natural History,
over 23 m (77 ft)
long. This
photograph
emphasises the
huge size of the
dinosaurs, and
highlights key
biological
questions about
how such
enormous animals
survived and were
so successful.
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T
he largest-ever extinction event happened

at the end of the Permian period, some 251

million years ago. While much more has

been said and written about the extinction of the

dinosaurs, and many other groups, at the end of

the Cretaceous (p. 000), the end-Permian event

was more severe. In fact, it is estimated that up to

95% of all species died out in a relatively short

span of time – the nearest life on Earth has ever

come to annihilation. And yet, until quite recently,

no one had any idea what had caused this pro-

found crisis.

What we know is that most of the dominant

animal groups in the sea disappeared, or were

much reduced in diversity: corals, articulate bra-

chiopods, bryozoans, trilobites and ammonoids.

There were also dramatic changes on land, with

widespread extinctions among plants, insects,

amphibians and reptiles, which led in all cases to

dramatic long-term changes in ecosystems.

What happened?
Around 1990, palaeontologists and geologists

were unsure whether the extinctions lasted for 10

million years or happened overnight, or whether

the main killing agent was global warming, sea

level change, volcanic eruption, meteorite strike

or anoxia (loss of oxygen). We are a little clearer on

most of these points now. 

When palaeontologists reconstruct the scene

before and after the event, the differences are

startling. Before, reef ecosystems teemed with

dozens of creatures, corals and other reef-builders

filter-feeding, and arthropods and molluscs

crawling about the seabed, as well as fishes and

ammonoids swimming above. Afterwards, the

reefs had gone, and only two or three species of

paper pectens and other lowly organisms were to

be seen. These detailed studies are based on the

well-studied rock sections at Meishan in south

China (see Box), but similar observations have

been made elsewhere, from equator to pole.

Causes
The suddenness and magnitude of the mass

extinction suggest a dramatic cause, perhaps

asteroid impact or volcanism. Impact is the likely

cause of the later extinction of the dinosaurs (p.

000), but evidence for impact at the Permo-Triassic

boundary is weak. It seems, alarmingly, that this

greatest of all mass extinctions was caused by

global warming driven by volcanic eruption.

Most attention has focused on the Siberian

basalts – a huge volume of lava erupted in pulses

over 600,000 years around the time of the Permo-

Triassic boundary. Volcanic eruptions produce

lava of course, but also gases such as carbon

dioxide, sulphur dioxide and others that mix with

water in the atmosphere to produce acid rain.

Carbon dioxide is a well-known greenhouse gas

(see p. 000), and would have warmed the atmos-

phere. But is there any geological evidence for

these phenomena?

Studies of the sediments across the Permo-Tri-

assic boundary show a change from oxygenated

sediments, with abundant life, to black mudstones,

with very few fossils. These confirm that there was

a dramatic phase of anoxia – loss of oxygen – one of

Below left
Lystrosaurus, one
of the few survivors
of the end-Permian
mass extinction.

Below left Before
(top) and after
(below) the crisis,
in the shallow
south China seas.
The scale of the
loss of species is
dramatic.
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The biggest mass
extinction of all time

Killing over 90% of the species in the oceans … is remarkably difficult …

DOUG ERWIN, 1993

5 In 2000, Jin Yugan and colleagues published
the detailed anatomy of the Permo-Triassic
crisis, based on their studies of the Meishan
section in southern China. They had collected
thousands of fossils through 90 m (295 ft) of
rocks spanning the Permo-Triassic boundary,
and identified 333 species belonging to 15
marine fossil groups. During the 4 million years
before the end of the Permian, 161 species
became extinct, with extinction rates in
particular beds amounting to 33% or less.

Then, just below the Permo-Triassic
boundary, at the contact of beds 24 and 25,
most of the remaining species disappeared,
giving a rate of loss of 94% at that level. Three
extinction levels were identified, labelled A, B
and C. Jin and colleagues argued that the six
species that apparently died out at level A are
probably artificial records, really pertaining to
level B. Level C may be real, and this suggests
that, after the huge catastrophe at level B, some
species survived through the 1 million years to
level C, but most disappeared gradually during
that interval.

CLOSE-UP OF A MASS EXTINCTION

A close-up of the Permo-Triassic boundary at the junction
of the black and white clays in south China.

 



the consequences of global warming. As air and

water temperatures rise, the amount of dissolved

oxygen in the oceans decreases. On land too there

is evidence that soils were stripped off, presum-

ably when the larger plants were killed by acid

rain and erosion occurred.

Geochemistry has provided additional clues.

At the Permo-Triassic boundary, there is a dra-

matic shift in oxygen isotope values: a decrease in

the value of the ratio of oxygen-18 to oxygen-16

of about 6 parts per 1,000, corresponding to a

global temperature rise of around 6ºC (11ºF).

Carbon isotopes also show a big increase in the

light carbon isotope (12C) – but the shift is too

large to have been caused by the eruptions or by

the burial of dead plants and animals. Something

else is required.

The deus ex machina
That something else might be gas hydrates. These

are formed from the remains of marine plankton

that sink to the seabed and become buried. Over

millions of years, huge amounts of carbon are

transported to the deep oceans around continen-

tal margins and the carbon may be trapped as

methane in a frozen ice lattice. If the deposits are

disturbed, or if the seawater above them warms,

the gas hydrates may be dislodged and methane

is released, rushing to the surface.

The assumption is that initial global warming

at the end of the Permian, triggered by the huge

Siberian eruptions, melted frozen circumpolar

gas hydrate bodies, and massive volumes of

methane (rich in 12C) rose to the surface of the

oceans in great bubbles. This caused more

warming, possibly melting further gas hydrate

reservoirs. So the process continued in a positive

feedback spiral that has been termed a ‘runaway

greenhouse’. The term ‘greenhouse’ refers to the

fact that methane is a well-known greenhouse

gas, causing global warming. Perhaps, at the end

of the Permian, some sort of threshold was

reached, beyond which the natural systems that

normally reduce greenhouse gas levels could not

operate. The system spiralled out of control,

leading to the biggest crash in the history of life.

Palaeontologists
climb up
Butterloch Canyon
in Italy to collect
samples at the
Permo-Triassic
boundary, visible
as a dark line of
sediment running
from upper left to
right across the
cliff face.
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T
he tree of life is a classic icon of evolution.

The only illustration in Darwin’s On the

Origin of Species was an evolutionary tree.

His view, highly original at the time, was that all

living species are the top twigs of a great tree, and

that it should be possible to track back in time

down the tree to see how the species branches

progressively join together right back to the root –

the single species from many billions of years ago

that was the progenitor of all others.

Although this concept may seem obvious now,

it has proved hard to establish the true shape of

the tree, or even segments of it. Only in the past 20

years have serious strides been made in drawing

large sections of the tree to wide satisfaction. This

difficulty in establishing the very backbone of

evolution is a mystery – why has it taken so long,

and why is it so difficult?

The shape of evolution
Darwin’s tree is a hierarchical diagram: if each

small twig represents a species, the next hierarchi-

cal level down is a larger grouping, called a genus

(plural, genera); further down are families, then

orders, then classes. Long before Darwin, natural-

ists realized that life was not arranged randomly –

there is a pattern. We can all tell a dog from a cat,

and the great classifier of life, Carl Linnaeus, called

them Felis and Canis. Linnaeus established the

system of Latin binomial (two-name) terms for all

living species, thus the cat is Felis catus and the

dog Canis familiaris. Without being an evolution-

ist in any sense, Linnaeus could see that the

wildcat, the lion, the puma and the leopard were

all cats, so he put them in Family Felidae, and the

wolf, fox, jackal and Cape hunting dog were all

dogs, so he put them in the Family Canidae. These

families are members of Order Carnivora, distinct

from monkeys, apes and humans, Order Primates,

or rats, mice and beavers, Order Rodentia.

Each year more species are discovered and

named (p. 000), and the complexity of the tree of

life becomes clearer. When Darwin looked at the

classification he saw evolution. Why should lions,

cheetahs, leopards and domestic cats all share a

common design if they were not related? He also

visualized the branching pattern of the classifica-

tion as a real family tree. The Genus Felis may have

arisen a few million years ago, while the Family

Felidae must have arisen earlier, the Order Car-

nivora earlier still.

Darwin also saw that not all species had sur-

vived to the present – many had become extinct.

As he put it, many twigs of the great tree of life

died long ago. The broad outlines of the fossil

record were known in Darwin’s day, but discover-

ies since then have fleshed out the timescale of

the tree, and shown us that he was right: the order

of branching of the tree pretty much matches the

order of occurrence of fossils in the rocks. 

In the Origin of Species Darwin presented two

key ideas: that the process of evolution was

natural selection, and that all living things are

related to each other through common descent,

meaning that any pair of species shares a common

ancestor if you delve deep enough down the tree.

Drawing the tree
At one level, drawing the tree is easy. We can link

the various species of either cats or dogs as close

Title page of the
classic tenth
edition of Carl
Linnaeus’ Systema
Naturae,published
in 1758. This
edition is regarded
as the starting
point for the
nomenclature of
animals.
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Drawing the tree of life
The affinities of all the beings of the same class have sometimes been represented by 

a great tree. I believe this simile largely speaks the truth.

CHARLES DARWIN, 185926 We know that a whale and a bat and a primate are all
mammals, but how do they relate to each other? Perhaps
surprisingly, the classification of living mammals has
long been mysterious. The picture became clearer in
1997, when Mark Springer and colleagues discovered the
Afrotheria, a clade consisting of African animals, which
linked the elephants (Proboscidea), hyraxes (Hyracoidea)
and sirenians (Sirenia) with aardvarks (Tubulidentata),
tenrecs and golden moles. The last three had all been
assigned various positions in the classification of
mammals, but their genes show they shared a common
ancestor with the elephant-hyrax-sirenian group. After
1997, everything began to fall into place. 

It was discovered that the South American placental
mammals form a second, separate, major group, the
Xenarthra. And the remaining mammalian orders form a
third major clade, the Boreoeutheria (‘northern
mammals’), in turn split into Laurasiatheria (including
insectivores, bats, whales, carnivores and ungulates) and
Euarchontoglires (primates, rodents, rabbits). 

So, in the course of two or three years, several
independent teams of molecular biologists solved one of
the outstanding puzzles in the tree of life. The key
mystery remaining is this: if the Afrotheria is really a
clade, then there must be some obscure anatomical
feature shared among them all! The hunt goes on.

MAMMALS, MORPHOLOGY AND MOLECULES
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Left to right:
aardvark,
elephant, hyrax,
dugong, all typical
members of
Afrotheria, and
their places in the
new tree of life of
placental
mammals.

relatives based on their morphology – their exter-

nal appearance and anatomy. Detailed study of

their bones and muscles shows both the shared

structures and also which species are closest. For

decades, systematists, the biologists who study

the evolution and classification of species, did this

work based on their observations of general phys-

ical resemblances.

The method was improved in the 1960s and

1970s with the rapid introduction of cladistics, a

toolbox of observational and analytical methods.

Cladists catalogue critical characters that match
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particular branching points in the tree – many of

them exceedingly obscure anatomical points – for

dozens of species, and run vast multivariate statis-

tical analyses to draw the tree that best fits the

data. Cladistics provides clearcut solutions to

sectors of the tree of life. But how do we know

whether the results are correct or not?

The real revolution has come with molecular

sequencing. The DNA in every cell of every organ-

ism provides the genetic code (p. 000). The

sequence of bases in the DNA is unique to each

species, and indeed comparisons of sectors of

DNA – genes – between different organisms show

that the degree of difference is proportional to the

date of their last common ancestor. 

The molecular clock hypothesis is based on the

premise that the DNA mutates at a steady rate. It is

therefore possible to make comparisons between

any pairs of species to allow the sequence and

rough timing since their last common ancestor to

be determined.

The importance of the developments of cladis-

tics and molecular sequencing is that systematists

can now investigate the same sector of the tree

using two independent methods. If they find the

same answer, then that is probably correct. The

answer to the question why the tree of life has not

been completely worked out may now be clearer

– the modern era of tree exploration began only in

the 1970s and 1980s, and there are many millions

of species to study. Each analysis may take many

months or years of study, and the computations

are huge, but work so far is expanding the possi-

bilities. In 2007, the first complete tree of all 4,550

species of mammals was published. We can look

forward to such analytical solutions to ever-

greater sectors of Darwin’s tree of life, but the

work will not be finished in our lifetimes.

The famous (sole)
illustration from
Darwin’s On the
Origin of Species
(1859), one of the
first ever
representations of
the tree of life,
showing 12 initial
species (A–L), two
of which (A and I)
are founders of
groups that
branch into many
species, and the
others of which die
without issue.
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P
eople have always wondered why every

human being seems different, and yet at

the same time so similar. Genetic inheri-

tance is obvious in the way that children look like

their parents, inheriting perhaps their hair colour

or nose shape from one parent, and their height or

propensity to baldness from the other. There are

more than 6 billion people on the Earth today, and

countless more have existed in the past: can all

those people really have had a completely differ-

ent genetic composition, or might each of us find

someone identical to us somewhere, or at some

time in the past? And how does genetic make-up

vary, if at all, between the different hierarchical

levels, from families, through nations and ethnic

groups, to the major continent-wide races?

These questions have been major discussion

points for centuries, and answers to some are at

last being provided modern genetics. But research

exercises such as the human genome project are

often so huge and so technically demanding that a

consensus view is achieved only slowly, and can

then sometimes change dramatically. One key

question that was once thought settled has

indeed produced surprises recently, and that is the

degree to which humans differ genetically from

our nearest cousin, the chimpanzee.

The myth of the 1% difference
Since 1975, geneticists have suggested that

humans and chimps differ by perhaps 1% of their

genetic code. This rather low figure was in line

with the genetic differences between many other

pairs of closely related genera. After all, genetic

and fossil evidence suggested that humans,

Homo sapiens, and chimpanzees, Pan troglodytes,

diverged perhaps 5 million years ago. Even so, a

1% genetic difference seemed rather modest in

the light of the obvious physical and mental dif-

ferences between humans and chimps – but we

had to try to accept the revelation that we were

more closely related than we might like to think. 

Every human
being is different in
appearance and
different
genetically, unless
they are identical
twins.
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Human genetic variation
Natural selection is a mechanism for generating an 

exceedingly high degree of improbability.

RONALD A. FISHER, REPORTED BY JULIAN HUXLEY, 1936 27
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The
human
genome seen as
colour bands for
each gene in an
array, behind a
model of the
famous double
helix structure of
DNA.

However, new

discoveries of fossil

evidence seem to be

pushing that divergence

date back to 6 or 7 million years ago

(see p 000), and recent DNA studies have shown

that the genetic difference between humans and

chimps is actually more than 1%. In a study pub-

lished in 2006, Jeffery P. Demuth of Indiana

University and colleagues showed that we have

1,418 genes that do not have equivalents in the

chimpanzee genome. If there are 22,000 genes in

the complete human genome, then this total of

1,418 differences represents 6.4% of the genes.

These 1,418 genes are not all entirely new genes

in humans, and the figure is still provisional

because the chimp genome is not yet as well doc-

umented as the human genome.

Human diversity
The complete human genome was sequenced in

2003, by teams in 18 countries. The project began

in 1990, and was expected to last 15 years, but was

in fact completed in 13, partly as a result of unan-

ticipated advances in technology that speeded

up the sequencing, and partly because of com-

petitive pressures between government teams

and commercial firms. Three billion DNA bases

were sequenced, and it was discovered that

humans have 22,000 genes, a figure that had been

uncertain previously – and fewer than many had

predicted.

It has long been known that genetic variation

explains some of the more obvious differences

among people, such as eye and hair colour, and

blood group. Genetic variation also plays a role in

whether a person has a higher or lower suscepti-

bility to certain diseases such as cystic fibrosis and

sickle cell disease. There is also a major genetic

component – although it is rather more complex

and may result from of the actions of several

genes in combination and involve environmental

factors – in many diseases such as diabetes,

cancer, stroke, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s

disease, depression, alcoholism, heart disease,

arthritis and asthma. 

With all these genetic variables, and so many

physical traits, what is the likelihood that you

could meet someone else who shares precisely

your genetic makeup? Of course, identical twins

do just that: they are 100% identical to each other

genetically because they arose from the same

fertilized egg in the womb that split into two indi-

viduals at an early stage. But the chance of

meeting another human being who is identical to

you, but is not an identical twin, is actually zero. 

Any random pair of humans are likely to differ

in at least 6 million of the 3 billion DNA base pairs

that we all possess, which is only 0.2% of the

genome. Much of the genome is ‘fixed’ in the

sense that endless variations are not possible

because the genes have a specific job to do, and

they cannot mutate endlessly. Equally, there are

vast numbers of repeated genes within the

genome that can undergo mutation without their

performance being affected. 

This means that the scope for genetic differ-

ences between humans lies somewhere between

6 million and 3 billion DNA base pairs. The exact

figure is not known, but is vastly huge and is more

than the number of atoms in the Universe. And

this is the minimum estimate, so the likelihood

you will meet a genetically identical human is

effectively zero.
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A microscopic
image of red blood
cells, showing the
normal
appearance (lower
left), and a
collapsed 'sickle
cell' (top right) that
cannot carry
oxygen efficiently.
Susceptibility to
this condition is
genetically linked.
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Human genetic variation and group identity
According to current estimates, more than 90% of

observed genetic differences in humans occur

within populations, and less than 10% between

populations. This 10% of genetic variation

between populations may be divided into two

parts: about 9% comprises the differences

between local, regional, and national groupings,

and only 1% appears to characterize the major

continental groupings, namely races. 

Two important consequences arise from this,

relating to attitudes to race and also to medical

developments. For centuries, humans have noted

differences in skin colour and facial characteristics

and used them to define the human races.

Perhaps the fact that no two anthropologists

could agree on just what were the races – were

there four, five, six or even more? – indicates that

these subdivisions are not as clearcut or real as

once thought. Now we know that major ethnic

groups differ in only 1% of their genomes, it

becomes clear that the historical attempt to

define archetypal human races is futile – they do

not represent fundamental and major divisions

within the species Homo sapiens and have more to

do with our preconceptions than with any reality.

Intra-group genetic variation is also important

for medicine. If one ethnic or regional group is

more or less susceptible to a particular disease,

then this should provide a key in investigative

studies to determine appropriate responses. For

example, the CCR5 gene is a receptor used by the

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) to enter

cells. There is a variant of this gene, CCR5-delta32,

that offers some protection against HIV infection

and progression, and yet its occurrence differs

substantially among ethnic groups: about 25% of

Americans of European origin have this version of

the gene, while it is virtually absent in other ethnic

groups. This might then explain some differences

in susceptibility to HIV infection between ethnic

groups, and will affect future recommendations

for medical care and drug development.

New work by Henry Harpending of the Univer-

sity of Utah, and colleagues, published in 2007,

shows that humans have evolved faster in the

past 5,000 years than before, and that variation

between geographic races might be increasing.

They point to the overall much larger population

size today, and the likelihood that new mutations

might therefore arise, and that environments and

diets are changing fast, so inducing more change.

HIV laboratory in
Botswana where
blood samples are
screened for
antibodies to the
human
immunodeficiency
virus; this dreadful
disease kills
millions, but some
people have
mutated genes
that give them
immunity to HIV
infection.
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I
n Darwin’s day, naturalists thought there were

perhaps 10,000 or 100,000 species on the

Earth. And it was this vast diversity of life (or

biodiversity as it has become known, using E. O.

Wilson’s felicitous term from 1992), that stimu-

lated Darwin to seek a natural, rather than a

supernatural, explanation. As a young man, cir-

cumnavigating the globe on board the Beagle,

Darwin had observed that there were far more

species on Earth than were required: every island

had its own species of birds, flowering plants or

turtles, similar to those on neighbouring islands,

but also different and incapable of interbreeding.

Species could clearly arise relatively fast, and

maintain their distinctness, and there seemed to

be no limit to this diversity.

Biologists today still seek to estimate the scope

of biodiversity – these estimates range over at

least an order of magnitude, from perhaps 2–3

million species at the lower end, to 30–100 million

at the upper end. The lower estimates represent

summaries of the number of species that have

actually been documented. For example, Robert

May has calculated that some 1.7–1.8 million

species of modern microbes, plants and animals

have been named so far by taxonomists, and that

figure must be a minimum estimate of current

biodiversity.
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Estimating present-day
global biodiversity

The innumerable species, genera, and families of organic beings, with which this world 

is peopled, have all descended, each within its own class or group, from common parents, and have 

all been modified in the course of descent.

CHARLES DARWIN, 1859
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A New species of
clouded leopard
Borneo in 2006.
Genetic analysis
showed the island
species is distinct
from its mainland
relative.
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New species are named all the time. Each year,

on average, systematists add one or two new

species of mammals and three new species of

birds to the lists (based on estimates of taxonomic

activity from 1900 to 1975) as well as dozens of

newly named microbes, fungi, plants and marine

animals, and some 7,250 new species of insects.

Can we use our knowledge of the rate of naming

new species to predict how many will eventually

be named and so estimate the actual diversity of

life on Earth?

The collector curve
If the additions are the same each year, the

pattern of increase would be linear. However, the

pattern may be more complex. It could be argued,

for example, that the discovery of new species

would follow a collector curve, i.e. a pattern of

rapid rise when new species were being discov-

ered all the time, followed by a slowing-down of

the rate as the number of described species

approaches the true figure for diversity.

For birds or mammals, it is likely that the level-

ling-off phase, the asymptote, was reached in

about 1900, and that the current slow rate of dis-

covery of new species means that virtually all

species of birds and mammals have in fact been

discovered. This evidence could lead to a modest

estimate of perhaps 3 million species for true

current biodiversity. However, a little reflection

suggests that this comfortable impression is

probably very far from the truth.

It is misleading to extrapolate from the groups

of living organisms that are most fully docu-

mented, such as birds and mammals. For insects,

microbes, fungi, parasites, meiofauna (creatures

that live in sands and soils), deep-sea organisms

and many others, taxonomists find new species

wherever they look. In a random soil sample, a tax-

onomist of bacteria discovers many hundreds of

previously unrecognized species; and in a sample

of mud from the deep ocean floor a marine biolo-

gist may find dozens of undescribed species.

For such poorly understood groups, the rates

of discovery and description depend only on the

time and effort expended by taxonomists. This

means that it is impossible to predict when the

A collector curve
for well-known
groups such as
birds and
mammals:
apparently nearly
all species that
exist have now
been named and
described, so the
rate of discovery
levels off after
initially rising
steeply.
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BUG BOMBS AND SPECIES RICHNESS

In the 1980s, in a famous sampling experiment,
the beetle expert Terry Erwin decided to
sample all the bugs from a single species of
tropical tree, and use this figure as a basis for
extrapolating an estimate of the global
biodiversity of tropical beetles. He sampled the
entire arthropod fauna from the canopy of a
number of trees of the species Luehea
seemannii from Central and South America by
setting off ‘bug bombs’ under the selected
trees. These devices pump powerful insecticide
into the tree, and Erwin then collected and 
classified all the dead arthropods that fell to 
the ground. 

Erwin estimated that 163 species of beetles
live exclusively in the canopies of Luehea
seemanni. There are about 50,000 tropical tree
species around the world, and if the number of
endemic beetle species in Luehea seemanni is
typical, this implies a total of 8.15 million
canopy-dwelling tropical beetle species in all
(163 x 50,000). This figure excludes forms that
live in more than one tree species. Beetles
typically represent about 40% of all arthropod
species, and this leads to an estimate of about
20 million tropical canopy-living arthropod
species. In tropical areas, there are typically
twice as many arthropods in the canopy as on
the ground, and this gave an estimate of 30
million species of tropical arthropods
worldwide.

Erwin’s work was challenged in 2002, when
it was shown that tropical beetles were not so
fussy, and that many happily lived on a number
of closely related trees. So, in Erwin’s
calculation, the figure of 163 exclusive canopy
dwellers, is cut to about a tenth, and the global
biodiversity of beetles downsized from 8.15
million to less than a million. The total global
diversity of insects is then estimated at 3–6
million.

Right above A bug bomb is set off beneath a tropical
tree. Fine netting slung beneath will catch all the insects
and other creatures, allowing a detailed census to be
made.

Right below One of the beetle species collected by Terry
Erwin in his campaign to estimate the global biodiversity
of tropical beetles. This one is Ellipticus dorbignyi, from
the ‘Pleasing Fungus Beetle’ family.
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curve will show an asymptote, and consequently

final totals for many groups cannot yet be esti-

mated. Regrettably, then, estimates of actual

global biodiversity based on current records can

only work for heavily studied groups like birds and

mammals, but not for vast sectors of life where

taxonomic work has barely begun.

The synonymy problem
Another factor can mean that estimates of the

number of species are actually too high. It is sug-

gested that perhaps 20% of ‘new’ names are given

to species that have already been named – the so-

called ‘synonymy problem’. There are many

examples of a taxonomist publishing a new name

for an exotic specimen – and finding out only later

that the same species had already been named 

by someone else, perhaps in another institute, 

in another country, even in another language.

Strict revisions of taxonomic work continue all the

time, and they identify an average synonymy 

rate of 20%.

Biologists have tried another approach in esti-

mating modern biodiversity. For highly species-

rich groups, it might be more appropriate to carry

out a detailed survey in one spot on Earth, find the

maximum diversity, and then extrapolate world-

wide. A well-known experiment concerns tropical

rainforest beetles (see Box). This estimate came as

a considerable surprise when it was published: 30

million species of tropical arthropods must imply

a global diversity of all life in the region of 50

million. Some wild-eyed biologists even talked of

figures of 100 million or more.

Work published in 2002, however, suggested

that the figure of 30 million species of tropical

arthropods was an overestimate, and was proba-

bly closer to 5 million. Global biodiversity then

falls from 50–100 million species to 10–15 million

species. This is still an astonishing total, and tax-

onomists have a long way to go before they have

catalogued it all. It has commonly, and rightly,

been said that we may be killing off species

without our knowledge – until they are identified

and named, we don’t know when and where they

existed – nor do we notice if they cease to exist.

Tropical reefs are
famously diverse.
Here, in the Red
Sea, hundreds of
species of corals,
sponges, shellfish,
arthropods, and
fishes live in busy
harmony, a rich
fauna because of
the warm water
and abundant
food.
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